This paper discusses the use of pen pressure as a fearure in wrirer-independenr on-line handwriting recognirion. We propose hvo kinds of features related io pen pressure: one is the pressure represenring pen ups and downs in a conrinuous manner: rhe other is rhe rime-derivarive of the pressure represenring rhe temporal parrern of rhe pen pressure.
Introduction
Handwriting recognition is a useful character input method to small PDAs (personal digital assistant), in which it is desirable to be able to input quickly like memorandum writing. In such an environment, we may write characters which are hard to read by appearance, since a stroke tends to overlap and a character sometimes lose its shape. Our proposed on-line handwriting recognition system based on substroke HMM [4] is robust to such overlaps of strokes by employing a velocity feature vector that is a difference between two consecutive pen positions. For the further improvement of the recognition accuracy, it is necessary to investigate the high-dimensional features that combined various information obtained from an input device.
Today. we can detect handwriting pressures on several pressure-sensitive tablets. The pen pressure information contains much individuality of writers [7] and it is often employed for writer identification [Z] . However, for writerindependent handwriting recognition. pen pressure information is used only as a binary feature indicating penup/pen-down[6, 31, since it is thought that the pen pres-
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The University of Tokyo sagayamaahi1.t.u-tokyo.ac.jp sure pattern is not a discriminant feature for handwritten characters, In Japanese, the pen pressure pattern is only used in a few researches(5, SI. In those researches, some normalizing technique is needed for removing writer's individuality from the pen pressure. Accordingly. their recognition processing is performed after a character is written. Here, we propose on-line pen pressure features for writerindependent handwriting recognition. That is, the pen pressure features are extracted by using short-time analysis and it does not need off-line normalization processing. Therefore. these features can be directly used for our HMM-based recognition system.
Handwriting Recognition Based on Sub-
stroke HMM with Pen Pressure
Extraction of Writing Velocity, Direction and Pressure Features
The proposed system basically consists of input features, HMMs. dictionaries and a decoder as shown in Fig. 1 . In this paper, we use pen positions (x,y) and pen pressure (2) sampled at a certain interval from the pen tablet. Let (dx, dy) be the difference between two consecutive pen position samples and (r, 0) be the primary feature vector, where r means the velocity (w) and 0 means the direction of the velocity vector[ll.
In this paper, we propose two new features. the pen pressure itself and its time-derivative; and combine them with the existing velocity feature vector.
Pen Pressure
The pen pressure represents pen ups and downs in a continuous manner. In our conventional research. we did not use pen-up-down information whether the pen leaves (penup) or touches (pen-down) the tablet surface. Instead, a pen-up is probabilistically recognized by observing velocity feature vectors, where the feature (dx,dy) during pen-up interval means comparatively large displacement vector from the pen-up position to the next pen-down position. On the other hand. in this paper, the pen pressure ( 2 ) is sampled at a certain interval and let the value itself be one o f feature set. Also, a trajectory o f the pen-up interval i s sampled simultaneously: here we use a pen tablet that can detect pen positions even if the pen leaves the tablet surface about 8 mm.
Time-Derivative of Pen Pressure
Although strength of the pen pressure i s different in each writer. i t i s thought that the pattern of pen pressure fluctuation i s common to many writers. Therefore, the pen pressure i s regarded as the 3rd axis and we observe the pen trajectory (.r,,?,.cr) in 3-dimensional space. Combining with the existing features, let (rr,Rr,&,) be the feature vector, where A:, i s a regression coefficient of pen pressure and it tions, we call this feature a delta pressure. 
Substroke HMMs
i s analyzed by xf=-L &+,I L r .
Recognition
A decoder recognizes an input pattern by referring to the character's substroke sequence expanded from the hierarchical structure dictionary [4] . For example, the definition of the character '' 1 " i s 'a 6 A' that represents two pen- substroke HMMs, and then calculates the probability that an input pattern is produced from those HMMs by Viterbi search algorithm in a substroke network(41.
Pre-processing of Feature Extraction for
Cursive Writing
The pen-up of handwriting can be probabilistically recognized in both case of using conventional velocity feature vector and using the pressure together. For example. even if we write '' 7 " (two strokes) with one stroke or write h " (three strokes) with two strokes, probably they can be recognized correctly. However. in extreme cursive writings, using the pressure information may conversely reduce the recognition accuracy, since the pressure characterizes penup-down and a pen-up may sometimes disappear by writing two or more strokes with one drawing. To overcome this problem, we propose a technique of interpolating the pen pressure information on the interval that carried out the pen-up correctly. Fig. 4 is an example of the cursive writing 7; '' (three strokes) and the 1st stroke and the 2nd stroke are drawn continuously (connected-stroke). Fig. 4(c) shows the result of approximating the pressure value of the pen-up interval to the fall-rise pattern of the connected-stroke, so that we can train only one substroke HMM per pen-up label. The interpolation algorithm is as follows. Let 11 be a time when the pen leaves tablet and 12 be a beginning time of next pen-down. At first, we set a pen pressure difference between z,, and zf2 to 0.0 by adding a value z,? -z,, to the pressure L, ( I > 12). Next. using the cubic splines method, S points in the pen-up interval is interpolated. Here, the pen positions (x,y) during the pen-up are also interpolated so that the velocity feature vector may become constant.
Experimental Evaluation
Handwriting database used in this evaluation is the database that consists of several kinds of data sets. Among them, we used two kinds of dataset written with standard stroke order; one was the careful writing dataset (y set) with right stroke-count and the other was cursive writing dataset set). Both datasetscover 1,016lapanesecharacters of old and new educational Kanji.
Experiment 1: Careful Writing Recognition with Pen Pressure
An experimental comparison of features was canied out on the 1,016 Japanese educational Kanji recognition task. The odd-numbered 30 writers from y dataset were used for estimating the HMM parameters by Viterbi training method, and the remaining even-numbered 30 writers were used for test. Additionally, we also compared two cases about whether pen-up trajectories were used or not. The HMMs were trained as 2 mixture Gaussian distributions.
The recognition results according to the feature sets are shown in Table 1 . Generally, the recognition rates become high when the pen pressure information is used. About the trajectoly of the pen-up interval. the recognition rate is improved only when it is used together with the pressure feature ( I ) .
Experiment 2 Cursive Writing Recognition with Pen-up Interpolation
From the E dataset, the odd-numbered 34 writers were used for training HMMs, and the remaining even-numbered 34 writers were used for test. The other experimental conditions were the same as Experiment .I. However, the evaluation was canied out with or without the delta pressure feature (Az). It is thought that the pressure feature ( z ) is unsuitable tu use in the cursive writing recognition, where strong pen pressure is observed during pen-up interval of connected-stroke. Fig. 5 shows the recognition rates when varying the number of interpolated points S from 1 to 8. pressure feature was effective in improving the recognition accuracy. As a result of training pen-up HMMs by using samples written with only one drawing. the self-transition probabilities of pen-up models were from 0.7 to 0.85. Then, the expected number of observed point in a pen-up interval was from 3 to 6. In correspondence to that, the recognition rate became the maximum in the case of S = 5. The recognition rate for each writer is shown in Fig. 6 .
We can see that a writer-independent model with the delta pressure was effective to many writers; the recognition rate was improved for 19 writers. This result means that the pattern of pen pressure fluctuation is common to many writers.
The improved sample of handwritings are shown in Fig. 7 . Conversely, the samples that have changed to incorrect recognition are shown in Fig. 8 . Here, '' 81 + '' means that the recognition result changed from B " to '' H "by using the delta pressure features. Totally, the numher of improvement was 1,029 writings and the number of incorrectly changed characters was 89 writings.
Incidentally. the recognition rate of careful writing recognition is also improved to 97.91 %. It turns out that the effectiveness of the pen-up interpolation does not depend on the quality of handwritings. 
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Conclusion
We have proposed on-line pen pressure features for writer-independent handwriting recognition and shown its validity through experiments.
Furthermore, the preprocessing technique for handwritings has been proposed, and improvement in the recognition rate was achieved in both of cursive writings and the careful writings. We expect that the recognition accuracy of cursive writings would be improved further by combining suhstroke contextdependent model.
